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Abstract
Land use is influenced by factors (drivers) such as elevation, climate,
sea level, population growth etc. These factors themselves are not
constant and are changing with time. The change in these factors
could result in a shift in their influence on land-use change. In land use
studies so far, the focus has been on land-use change and not the state
of the factors. Thus, this study focuses on the significance of drivers
of land-use change between 1988 – 2009 in the Vietnamese Mekong
delta. To assess how land-use change has been influenced by the shifts
in environmental factors and the relationship between the observed
shifts in influence and land-use change. The Vietnamese Mekong delta
is one of the largest and most studied delta region in the world due
to rapid increase in population and large-scale transformations driven
by economic expansion in the last decades.
Five land use types are considered in this study, these are; aquacul-
ture, mixed crops, orchard, rice and urban. Each land use class was
modelled using a logistic regression with the following environmental
variables; compaction, elevation, population density, distance to river
and sea, salinity and subsidence. The study period was divided into
four; 1988 – 2006, 1988 – 1996, 1996 - 2006 and 2006 – 2009 to be
able to observe a trend in land-use change.
The findings of this study reveal that the significance of the selec-
ted environmental variables to land-use change is not constant over
the study period. Some variables were not significant to land-use
change in one or more periods, became significant in other periods or
remained insignificant. The findings in this study provides decision
makers with a better understanding on sustainable land-use planning
in the study area and similar regions in the world.





1.1 Context and Motivation
Humans interact with the environment in different ways, to sum up in two main
points, as a place of abode (a place to live) and as a resource supply (a place to
earn a living) (Oldfield & Dearing, 2003). These human – environment interac-
tions can also be seen as how humans use the land and this can have a direct or
indirect alteration to the natural state of the environment (Smith, 2013). These
alterations can have a global or local effect on the environment. Global warming
as a result of emission of greenhouse gasses can be seen as example of a global
alteration and occur over a long period of time. A change in land cover such as
urban expansion into forest land cover can be seen as an example of a local alter-
ation which can occur over shorter time periods as compared to global warming
(Crain et al., 2009). The changes in the environment ultimately plays a part
on how the environment is being used. For example, agricultural land use plays
vital role in global food sustainability, environmental changes such as droughts,
subsidence, rise in sea level etc. have an impact on expansion and production of
this land use (Anderson et al., 2020).
Land-use change is influenced by several factors, these factors can be summed
up into two main categories, physical (e.g. elevation, climate etc.) and social
factors (e.g. social policies etc.) (Briassoulis, 2009). The factors that influence
land-use change can operate at different levels (micro or macro) and in some
cases are interdependent on one another, for instance an increase in subsidence
rates resulting in an increase in influence of sea level rise on land use in coastal re-
gions(Briassoulis, 2009). The factors influencing land-use change are not constant
themselves and as such their influence on land-use change can also be affected by
their change of state. For example, the influence of climate on agricultural land
use is key for expansion and yield of products. The changes in global climate in
the last few decades has affected agricultural land use across different regions in
the world (Van Meijl et al., 2018; Mendelsohn, 2008).
The shifts in environmental factors and the influence on land-use change has
not been given much attention in literature’s so far. It remains unclear as to
how much the shifts in environmental factors are driving land-use change. Thus,
these two points will guide this study, 1) Does the shifts in environmental factors
influence the significance of these factors to land use change over time or remain
constant, 2) In what direction (positive or negative) are the shifts in environ-
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mental variables driving land use change. For example, increased subsidence
rates leading to loss of elevation, increases the influence of elevation to land use.
(Minderhoud et al., 2019; Minderhoud et al., 2018).
This study considers the following environmental variables; compaction, el-
evation, population density, distance to river and sea, salinity and subsidence as
explanatory variables. The explanatory variables will be modelled using a logistic
regression approach with these land use types; aquaculture, mixed crops, orchard,
rice and urban.
The focus of this study is on land-use change driven by shifts in environmental
variables between 1988 - 2009 in the Vietnamese Mekong delta. If the shifts in
environmental factors influence on land-use change, it should be accounted for,
to give a better understanding of the factors driving land-use change.
1.2 Related Works
Recently, due to technological advancement in the field of remote sensing, the
use of remote sensing and GIS techniques has become very popular, especially
in the field of land use studies. It has been widely used in studying land use
trends in different parts of the world (Abdi, 2020; Joshi et al., 2016; Adami et
al., 2012; Reis, 2008; Chen et al., 2006). Apart from the this, the increase in
use of remotely sensed data can also be attributed to the availability of large-
scale open source satellite data (Forster, 2010). In a study carried out by Weng
(2002), the author also used satellite data from the Landsat 5 TM for a time scale
of between 1989 to 1997 to produce three land use maps for Zhujiang delta in
China, to monitor the rapid land use change resulting from industrialization and
urbanization. The author used a stochastic modelling technique to compare the
results for the different time scales. The findings of his research showed that the
urban and horticulture land use types increased the most within the time frame
the study. It also states that the use of Landsat 5 TM for modelling land use
change can be a generally successful.
The Vietnamese Mekong delta has been the center stage for numerous sci-
entific research across multiple disciplines, making it one of the most studied
delta region in the world due to its geographical location and pivotal role it plays
in the region when it comes to food security and economic importance (Q. H.
Nguyen et al., 2020; Minderhoud, 2017; Fujihara et al., 2016; Takagi et al., 2016;
Smajgl et al., 2015). These studies have been key to identifying some of the
most critical environmental problems in this region, examples include relating
land use to land subsidence (Minderhoud et al., 2018), identifying strategies and
policies necessary to reduce increase in salinity due to rise in sea level (Smajgl et
al., 2015), analyzing the Spatio-temporal dynamics of land cover and land cover
in the Vietnamese Mekong delta (Tran, 2015), anthropogenic drivers of relative
sea level rise (Parker, 2020), influence of population growth on natural resources
(Pech & Sunada, 2008). In a recent study by Minderhoud et al. (2018), the au-
thors used satellite images from Landsat 5 TM for a time frame of 1988 – 2009
to assess the level of land subsidence in the Vietnamese Mekong delta based on
the land use type. The output of their research showed that the urban land use
contributes the most to land subsidence at a rate of about -18mm per year. This
finding can be attributed to the rapid increase in population and urbanization in
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this region over the last few decades (GSOV, 2019).
Agricultural land use is one of the most important land uses globally, it is the
source of livelihood to millions around the world and responsible for food sustain-
ability of the entire world, this makes it an important topic of research, especially
in areas faced with climate crisis. The Mekong delta is considered as one of the
vulnerable regions to climate change due to it locations and topography, studies
have shown an increase in land subsidence due to the impacts of groundwater
extraction of between 1 – 4 cm yr-1 and estimates of between 0.35m – 1.4m of
land subsidence by the year 2050 at current extraction rates (Erban, Gorelick,
Zebker, 2014; Minderhoud et al., 2017). In the research by Smajgl et al., (2015),
the author used a river modelling application (MIKE 11) to explore the threat
on paddy rice production from rise in sea level and salinization and the came
up with recommendations of development of reservoirs and irrigation schemes to
support seasons of low flow and construct dykes and gates in strategic locations
of rivers around the Mekong basin to prevent flooding and reduce salinization.
Numerous approaches have been developed across multiple scientific discip-
lines to model land-use change (Briassoulis, 2019; Verburg et al., 2004). The use
of statistical and econometric approaches such as regression in land use studies
is common (Briassoulis, 2019). The use of logistic regression to model land use
change has been employed by some authors. In a research carried out in New
castle county in Delware, the authors used a spatial logistic regression approach
to model rural - urban land use change from the year 1984 - 1997. The authors
used a sampling technique to reduce spatial dependence in the data and conflicts
introduced in the results by spatial auto-correlation. The findings of their re-
search showed the use of logistic regression over complex spatial models to model
land use change is possible and can yield accurate results (Xie et al., 2005).
1.3 Aim and Objectives
The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of shifts in the following en-
vironmental factors; compaction, distance to river and sea, elevation, population
density, salinity and subsidence on land-use change in the Vietnamese Mekong
delta from 1988 - 2009. The objectives of this study are:
1. To compare the change in land use between 1988 - 2009 and derive where
these land use type; aquaculture, mixed crops, orchards, rice and urban
have expanded and contracted.
2. To use a regression analysis to assess the significance of compaction, distance
to river and sea, elevation, population density, salinity and subsidence on
land-use change for the following land use types; aquaculture, mixed crops,
orchards, rice and urban.
3. To detect the direction in which the above mentioned environmental factors
have driven land-use change for each of the land-use type mentioned above.
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1.4 Research Questions
The following research questions will be answered in this study:
1. How can the significance of shifts in environmental variables on land-use
change be assessed?
2. How has land-use change been driven by shifts in environmental variables
between 1988 - 2009 in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta?
1.5 Study Area
The study is focused in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta (VMD), located in south-
western Vietnam. The VMD is one of the largest delta region in the world, with
an area of 40,816 km2 and a population of about 18 million people (GSOV, 2019).
Figure 1.1: Map of the Vietnamese Mekong Delta
(Minderhoud et al., 2020)
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The rich fertile soils found in the VMD has attracted more population and
large-scale economic expansions driven by agricultural activities, which has led to
rapid transformations in land use and land cover (Kuenzer & Knauer, 2013). The
VMD is the biggest economic hub in Vietnam, known as the ‘rice bowl’ because
of the agricultural productivity, producing more than 16 million tons of rice every
year, with 70% of the population relying on agriculture as a source of living (FAO,
2018). The VMD is one of the most studied delta regions in the world and is
considered to be one of the most vulnerable regions to the impact of environmental
change such as flooding, land subsidence, sea-level rise etc. (Minderhoud et al.,
2018; Fujihara et al., 2016; Takagi et al., 2016; Wassmann et al., 2004).
1.6 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background
of the methods and concepts used in this thesis. In Chapter 3, the methodology
of the model used is described in detail. Chapter 4 presents the data, experiment
design and implementation of the model with data. In Chapter 5, the results of
the findings are presented and discussed. The last chapter, will be for conclusions,




This chapter is meant to serve as the theoretical foundation of the concepts and
methods used in the thesis. The first section presents a brief explanation about
the concepts of land, land use and factors that influence land use. The second
part present the methods used such as logistic regression, bootstrapping, sampling
and spatial auto-correlation and discussion about applications of this methods in
land use change studies.
2.1 Land and Land Use Definitions
Land is one of the most important natural resource that supports human life. It
is the platform that sustains most human activities (Diyer et al., 2013). There are
numerous definitions of land in different literature, Cambridge dictionary defines
land as “an area of ground, especially when used for a particular purpose such
as farming or building”. The Food and Agricultural Organization offers a concise
definition of land as: “Land is a delineable area of the earth’s terrestrial sur-
face, encompassing all attributes of the biosphere immediately above or below this
surface, including those of the near-surface climate, the soil and terrain forms,
the surface hydrology (including shallow lakes, rivers, marshes, and swamps), the
near-surface sedimentary layers and associated groundwater reserve, the plant and
animal populations, the human settlement pattern and physical results of past and
present human activity (terracing, water storage or drainage structures, roads,
buildings, etc.)” (FAO, 1995). The UNCCD defines land as “the terrestrial bio-
productive system that comprises soil, vegetation, other biota, and the ecological
and hydrological processes that operate within the system” (UNCCD, 2017). It
is clear what the meaning of land is and from the definitions above, we have an
idea as to why land is important to human existence. The focus of our work is
not is not merely on what land is but on land use change, thus we will look at
how land use is defined in literature in the next section.
The definition of land use, just as that of land, has different definitions in
different literatures, Jansen (2006) states that “the term land use has different
meaning across different disciplines”. Di Gregorio and Jansen (2005) defined
land use as “the arrangements, activities and inputs people undertake in a certain
land cover type to produce, change or maintain it”. To define land use in simplest
terms, land use is the purpose in which a land is being utilized (Dickinson &
Shaw, 1977).
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2.1.1 Land use classes
These land use classes are considered for this study aquaculture, mixed crops,
orchard, rice and urban. These five land use classes were chosen because of their
relevance in the study area. Each land use class will be discussed in detail and
its relevance to the study area in the following paragraphs.
Aquaculture
The FAO defined aquaculture as "the farming of aquatic organisms, including
fish, molluscs, crustaceans, and aquatic plants. Farming implies some form of
intervention in the rearing process to enhance production, such as regular stock-
ing, feeding, protection from predators, etc. Farming also implies individual or
corporate ownership of the stock being cultivated" (Edwards & Demaine, 1997)
Aquaculture has quickly become an important land use in the Vietnamese
Mekong delta, there has been a huge expansion of fishponds and commercial fish
farming along the Mekong river since the late 1990´s, this has led to an increase
in commercial fish of 3.6 times to 220, 615 tones in the year 2004 as compared to
1999 (Nguyen Thanh et al., 2007). More recently, as at the year 2018, Vietnam
produces about 4 million metric tons of commercial fish per year, an increase of
over 20 times more in a period of about 20 years as compared to the late 1990’s
and a projected further increase of up to 26% by the year 2030 (FAO, 2018).
Vietnam is among the top 5 producers and exporters of commercial fish around
the world, as at the year 2016, the total amounts of exports from aquacultural
products by Vietnam lies at USD 7.3 billion, making it the third largest exporter
of aquaculture products in the world after China and Norway (FAO, 2018).
Figure 2.1: Total Capture and Aquaculture Production in Vietnam
(FAO, 2018)
Aquaculture and commercial fish production are important part of the land
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use in the Vietnamese Mekong delta, there are two main species of commercial
fish that are produced in this region, the black tiger shrimp (Penaeus monodon)
and sutchi catfish (Pangasianodon hypophthalmus) (Nguyen Thanh et al., 2007).
Figure 2.2: Total Imports and Exports of Fish and Fishery Related Products in
Vietnam from 1980 - 2015
(FAO, 2018)
Mixed Crops
Mixed crops are land use types where more than one variety of crop is planted.
Mixed cropping is an agricultural system that involves planting two or more
crop type on the same piece of land. Mixed cropping is a cropping system that
is practiced to maximise land productivity (Gliessman, 1985). Mixed cropping
system is mostly practiced in tropical regions and the crop types are usually
crops with different yield periods. It can be advantageous as more crops can be
produced on same piece of land (Gliessman, 1985).
Orchard
The economy of the Mekong delta is mostly supported by agricultural related
activities such rice farming, fisheries and fruit farming. Fruit production has
grown rapidly with efforts to diversify the agricultural sector and cut down the
over dependence on rice production in this region. The main fruits produced are
bananas, coconuts and mangos. The exports from fruit products in Vietnam has
grown considerably since the mid 1990’s, in the year 1995 the revenue generated
from fruit exports was USD 56 million while in 2007 it was USD 306 million and in
the year 2013 it amounted to almost USD 3 billion (Thanh, Tan, Thu, 2013). The
country earned over USD 3.2 billion in exports from fruits and vegetables in the
year 2020 and a projected further expansion of 150,000ha of fruit harvesting areas
between the year 2020 to 2030 (Vna, 2020). Fruit farming is quickly becoming
an important resource for the Vietnamese economy, favorable climatic conditions
for fruit growth has made it easy for expansion (Thanh et al., 2013).
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Rice
Global food security is of utmost importance, with an increasing global popula-
tion, the demand for food security has never been higher making it one of the
sustainable development goals by the United Nations to end global hunger by the
year 2030 (Johnston, 2016). Rice is grown in different parts of the world due to
its high resistive character, it can grow in most tropical, sub-tropical and some
temperate regions (Portmann et al., 2008). The Asian continent accounts for
about 90% of all world rice production (Kuenzer & Knauer, 2013). Vietnam is
among the top five rice producing countries in the world, producing an estimated
43 million tons as at the year 2017 (FAO, 2018). Agriculture is key to the Vi-
etnamese economy, contributing to 24% of its GDP and 20% of its total exports
(ADB, 2001). Rice production in Vietnam has always been a crucial source of
livelihood for the population and has been expanding in the past years, with an
average growth rate of 5.6% between 1990 – 1999 (ADB, 2001). Rice can grow
under different water conditions, Rice-growing habitats can be grouped into four
main classes based on water regime, irrigation, temperature, soil type and topo-
graphy (Bambaradeniya & Amarasinghe, 2003). These habitats include, upland
or dryland rice, rainfed lowland rice, irrigated lowland rice and deep-water and
tidal wetland rice (Kuenzer & Knauer, 2013; Bambaradeniya & Amarasinghe,
2003). In the Vietnamese Mekong delta, only two of these rice systems are being
practiced, the irrigated lowland and deep-water and tidal wetland systems. The
irrigated lowland rice is the most important rice system in the world, accounting
for 55% of world rice area and 75% of total rice production. Irrigated lowland
rice has better yields because of availability of controlled drainage for almost 80%
of the crop life. The duration of rice species can vary depending on the specie
and the climatic conditions. The typical life cycle of rice from germination to
maturity ranges between 3 – 6 months depending on environmental where it is
grown, in the tropical regions it takes about 3 – 4 months (Kuenzer & Knauer,
2013). Five cropping seasons are observed annually in the Vietnamese Mekong
delta based on the climatic conditions. The table below show the main cropping
season and rice systems practiced.
Season Period (Start - End) Cropping system
Rainy season July/August - December/January 1x Rain fed rice
Winter - spring November/December – February/March 2x Irrigated rice
Spring – summer March/April – May/June 2x Irrigated rice
3x Irrigated rice
Summer – autumn April/May – July/August 2x Irrigated rice
2x Rain fed rice
3x Irrigated rice
Autumn – winter July/September – October/December 2x Rain – fed rice
Table 2.1: Rice Cropping Systems and Seasons in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta
(Kuenzer & Knauer, 2013)
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Urban
The Vietnamese Mekong delta is one of the largest deltaic regions in the world
and home to almost 18 million people (GSOV, 2019). The Mekong delta region
is the largest economic hub in Vietnam and has attracted a rapid growth in pop-
ulation over the last decades (Tran, 2015). The increase in population has led to
rapid urbanization rates in the region (Tran, 2015; Hoang et al., 2008). In the
late 1970’s after reunification, the Vietnamese economy has suffered from diffi-
culties in inflation, supply and demand balance and rising debt (Jiwon Yun, 2019),
the Vietnamese government decided to reform the country’s economy, this trans-
ition led to a rapid growth in urbanization and industrialization in the country.
The transition began in the mid 1980’s when the government initiated a socio-
economic policy called doi moi, this has since catapulted the country to one of
the fastest urbanizing country in the south east Asia, with an estimated 37% of
the population being urban. The boost in economic sector has led the country
from a low income to a middle income and has seen the overall poverty rate drop
drastically from 58% in 1993 to 4.5% in 2015 and a 650% increase in foreign dir-
ect investment between 2001 – 2006 (Revilla Diez, 2016; ADB, 2012). The rapid
increase in the urban population also implies a rapid change in land use to urban
land use, the most affected land use in the Vietnamese Mekong delta is the forest,
it has decrease greatly since the 1980’s when the Vietnamese economic expansion
began, as of the year 1989 the forest area was estimated to be 152,778 ha and
by the year 1995 the forest land was estimated to be 116,355ha, a 24% decrease,
this reduction in forest land use coincides with the increase in urban land use
(Liu et al., 2020). The urban population of the Vietnamese Mekong delta has
grown at an average rate of 3.4% per annum as compared to the rural population
at 0.4%, although majority of the delta still remains rural with about 76.6% of
the delta still considered to be rural (Smith, 2013). The urban growth in this
region however comes at price, Minderhoud et al. (2018) showed that the delta
is subsiding and the urban land use contributes the most. Vietnam is considered
as one of the prone areas to natural disasters because of its low laying nature,
with most of the delta almost at sea level (Minderhoud et al., 2019) and its geo-
graphic location, exposing it to extreme weather events such as tropical storms
and flooding (CFE-DM, 2018). Thus, the need for a sustainable urban land use
expansion plan is very important.
2.2 Logistic Regression
Regression methods are among the most widely used statistical techniques in
analyzing relationships between a response and one or more explanatory vari-
ables (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000). logistic regression is also called binomial,
multinomial and ordinal logistic regression, based on the scale type of the re-
sponse variable (Stephenson et al., 2008). Different types of regression methods
exist, the application is dependent on the type of data that is being modelled and
the expected output. The most commonly used regression methods are linear,
log-linear and logistic regression (Xie et al., 2005). Logistic regression is part of
the generalized linear models and uses a logit function in its response variable,
between 0 and 1 which follows a binomial distribution (Sun Robinson, 2018).
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A logistic regression is used to model categorical variables (i.e., change or no
change). In this study, we use a logistic regression technique with a binomial
output to model how land-use change has been driven by selected environmental
variables. Literature has shown that logistic regression outperforms other statist-
ical methods such as Markov chain and survival analysis (Sun & Robinson, 2018)
in land use studies. Secondly, based on the focus of our work a categorical output
would be necessary to explain if a land-use class changes or not, as compared to
a continuous variable like in the case of other regression methods such as linear
regression or multiple linear regression.
Figure 2.3: Logisitc Regression Diagram
Logistic regression analysis is used across different disciplines because of its
flexibility, for example in land use change studies to model the probability of
change of a land use from rural to urban (Tayyebi et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2005),
in epidemiological studies to test for disease outbreak (Buckeridge et al., 2008).
The logistic regression model takes two input variables, the response and the
explanatory variable (Peng et al., 2002). The response variable in the model
is the variable of interest, that is the variable that is trying to be explained or
understood. The explanatory variable are the variables that are used to explain









p(y) is the probability of change of a land use type
xi are the n explanatory variables
β0 is the model intercept
β1 are the coefficient of the explanatory variables (xi)
The output parameters of the model are used to interpret the relationship
between the response and explanatory variable. The model coefficients are the
probability of change in the response variable per unit change of the explanat-
ory variable, if all other predictors are constant. The coefficient is denoted with
the (β) sign and it can be negative or positive. The model summary provides
the significance of each explanatory variable to the probability of change of the
response variable using the p-value. The p-value ranges between 0 and 1, the
smaller the number the more significant the variable is and larger values indic-
ates less significance. The threshold commonly used in literature’s to determine
significance is 0.05, which indicates a 95% confidence interval of the significance
of the explanatory variable (Speelman, 2014).
2.3 Spatial Auto-Correlation
Spatial auto-correlation can be defined as the degree of similarity of observations
within a referenced geographical space (Getis, 2008). In most cases when dealing
with geographic data, to account for spatial auto-correlation in the data, two
methods are used based on how interactions between cells are being modelled.
The first approach is the use of spatial regression models, these models take into
account the value of an observation and that of its neighbor by using weight
matrix of neighboring observations also known as the spatial lag (Rey et al.,
2011; Tu & Xia, 2008; Xie et al., 2005; Anselin, 1995).
Figure 2.4: Spatial Auto-correlation
(Radil, 2011)
There are two ways of creating spatial weight matrices, distant based and
weights based on boundaries. The second approach is the use of a non-spatial
model and a sampling technique. This approach is usually used to reduce the
spatial dependence in the data by reducing the number of observations and mostly
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adopted to reduce computing challenges when dealing with large data sets. This
approach has been used by different authors in the field of land use studies (Nong
& Du, 2011; Tayyebi et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2005).
Spatial auto-correlation in geographical data is common and different methods
have been introduced in scientific literature on how to handle auto-correlation in
spatial data (Getis, 2010, 2008; Url et al., 1970) . Often referred to as the first
law of geography by Waldo Tobler, everything is related everything but near
things are more related than distant things (Tobler, 1970). There are two main
methods that are often used in literature to calculate the spatial auto-correlation
in geographic data, the Moran’s Index also known as Moran’s I (Moran, 1950) and
the Geary contiguity also known also Geary C (Society Statistician, 2016). Both
these methods have been long established and developed (Rey et al., 2011; Getis,
2010; Bivand et al., 2009; Getis, 2008; Anselin, 1995). The Moran’s I is the most
commonly method for calculating spatial auto-correlation, it is calculated using
spatial weight matrix, the spatial weight matrix calculates the neighbors of each
observation in a data set, this can be done in different ways, by boundary (only
takes a pixel into account as a neighbor when they share the same boundary), by
distance (takes into account the number of neighbors in a given distance), by k
numbers (only takes into account the number of nearest neighbors as defined by








i (xi − x̄)
2 (2.2)
Where:
I is the Moran’s index,
N is the number of observations (i & j),
W is the sum of all the spatial weights,
ωij is the spatial weight matrix,
(xi − x) is the deviation of the variable of interest,
(xj − x) is the deviation of the neighbor variable.
2.4 Bootstrapping Method
Bootstrapping is a random sampling and replacement technique that is used in
statistical studies to generate confidence intervals and reduce bias on sampled
data (Efron & Tibshirani, 1994). Sampling is a century old statistical approach
of inferring or drawing conclusions about a population based on information about
a part of it. English merchant John Graunt (1620 – 1674) was the first person
to introduce the notion of sampling in his work where he describes a method
to estimate the population of London based on partial information (Haan et al.,
2009). Sampling methods have been used across numerous scientific disciplines
to reduce the observation size which can be due to processing time, hardware
requirements and has been used to reduce spatial dependence when dealing with
spatial data (Xie et al., 2005). There are different types of sampling methods,
the most common sampling methods are random and stratified sampling (Etikan,
2017). Although sampling can be advantageous, it is sometimes criticized because
not all observations in a data are accounted for and can sometimes lead to bias or
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incomplete representation of the entire population. The application of a bootstrap
technique is advantageous because it allows for more than one inclusion of a
specific observation in a given sample and this can help to reduce the uncertainty
that can be introduced when data is sampled (Brownlee, 2019). Bootstrapping
is a method whereby samples are constructed by drawing observations one at
a time from a data set and returning them to the data sample after they have
been collected, an example of a bootstrap sample x∗ = (x1, x2, . . . xn) is obtained
by randomly sampling n times, with replacement from the original data points
x1, x2, . . . xn (Johnson et al., 1989).
2.5 Model Evaluation
There are different statistical methods of validating regression models. The fol-
lowing methods were used to validate the model used for this study; a confusion
matrix, Hosmer-Lemershow test, Psuedo R-squared and the Receiver Operator
Curve (ROC) graph. These methods will be explained in this section and how
they are applied to regression analysis to validate the output.
2.5.1 Confusion Matrix
A confusion matrix is a table that is used to validate prediction of classification
models. It is used to test the performance of models by comparing predicted val-
ues with known values (Ting, 2010; Provost & Kohavi, 1998). From the confusion
matrix, a Kappa coefficient is derived. The Kappa coefficient ranges from 0 to 1
(Landis & Koch, 1977).
The confusion matrix is also known as an error matrix, it has four parameters,
True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN) and True Negative
(TN). The following statistics can be calculated based on the matrix parameters:




TP + FP + FN + TN
(2.3)
2. The True Positive rate (TP) or recall: The number of positive observations





3. The False Positive rate (FP): The number of negative observations that
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Figure 2.5: Confusion Matrix
2.5.2 Hosmer Lemeshow Test
The homser lemeshow test is a goodness of fit test for logistic regression models
(Hosmer & Lemeshow, 2000). It is used to determine how well the model fits
the data. The observations are grouped based on expected probabilities and
compared with the observed. The test P-values shows how well the model fits the
data, the P-values ranges between o to 1 (Shah & Barnwell, 2003). The smaller
values suggest that the model does not fit the data well while larger values suggest
that no discrepancies can be found on how the model fits the data.
2.5.3 R-squared
R-squared is a goodness of fit test for regression models, It is derived from the
measurement of the cumulative percentage of variation in the dependent variable
explained by the explanatory variable (D’Agostino, 2017; Peng et al., 2002). The
R-squared value ranges between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating good fit and
lower values indicating poor fit. The R-sqaured for non linear models is slightly
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different from that of linear models. The R-squared for categorical models such as
logistic regression are called psuedo R-squared. Over the years different methods
have been proposed for calculating R-squared for categorial models, the most
commonly used one are the cox and snell’s R-squared, Nagelkerke’s R-squared
and the McFadden’s pseudo R-squared. The three mentioned methods are similar,
they are calculated based on the log likelihood of the model (Nagelkerke et al.,
1991; Cox & Snell, 1989; McFadden et al., 1973).
2.5.4 ROC curve
The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) is a graph that uses varied thresholds
to explain the predictive ability of a binary classifier at different thresholds. The
graph is generated by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive
rate at all classification thresholds (Fawcett, 2006). The true positive rate is
derived by dividing the true positive by the true positive plus the false negative
observations, as shown in equation 2.4 above. The false positives are the obser-
vations that were classified as positive but were negative. The false positive rate
is derived by dividing the false positives by the true negatives plus false positive
observations, as shown in equation 2.5 above. The area under curve (AUC) was
the total area under the ROC curve. Higher AUC’s signifies a better classification
model (Jones & Athanasiou, 2005; Hanley & McNeil, 1982).




This chapter presents the logistic regression model and describes the methods
used in this study. These methods are based on the theories explained in Chapter
2. The chapter is structured as follows, an overview of the model used, the
sampling method used, the bootstrap technique, the model inputs, logistic re-
gression and finally the output of the model.
3.1 Overview
This study focuses on the significance of shifts in selected environmental variables
and how they have driven land-use change, to assess if their significance remains
constant or not between 1988 - 2009 in the Vietnamese Mekong delta. To achieve
this, we use regression approach to model the change per land use type (i.e., the
response variable) against selected environmental variables (i.e., the explanatory
variables). To compute the change per land use class, we use a time series of
four land use maps of the Vietnamese Mekong delta, from 1988 to 2009 from the
study of (Minderhoud et al., 2018). The explanatory variables are; compaction,
distance to river sea, elevation, population density and salinity. These variables
are all in raster formats of different scales. All the raster files were re-sampled
to a pixel size of a 100 x 100m. Two separate data frames were constructed, one
for land use expansion and the other for contraction and each data frame was
used in a regression model. Separate models were created to be able to assess
which explanatory variables (drivers) are significant to the probability of land use
expansion or contraction in the study area within the study period. The data
was sampled into two, 70% for training and the remaining 30% for validation.
For each model run, a bootstrap approach was used with the training data to run
the model for n number of times, this was done to generate confidence intervals
of the model output. A post regression analysis was carried out to evaluate how
well the model fits the data and the model performance was evaluated based on
the predictions. A Hoslem-Lemeshow test was carried out to assess if the model
fits the data. The test is evaluated based on the p value, higher p value indicate
that there is no evidence that the model fits the data poorly, while lower p values
indicate a poor model fit. An ROC curve was created to evaluate the performance
of the model based on the correctly predicted observations when compared to the
test data. Finally, a pseudo R-squared was calculated based on the model fitted
value to see how well the model fits the training data.
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Figure 3.1 shows the overview of the model used, the input to the logistic
regression model are the land use change classes as response variable and the
environmental variable as explanatory. The model output are the probability of
change per land use class and that is validate using the test data.
Figure 3.1: Methodological Work-flow
3.2 Model Input
The input to the models are the land-use change per class as response variable
and the environmental variables and explanatory variables. As seen in figure 3.1
the land use maps were used to compute the land-use change per class and a data
frame with the environmental variables was created and used in the model. The
land-use change per class at each period was computed based on the pixel values
using the land use maps and used as the response variable in the model. The
explanatory variables are compaction, elevation, population density, distance to
river and sea, salinity and subsidence of the study area. The details of the data
used in the model and pre-processing steps are explained in the next sub-sections
Land-use Change Computation
As an input to the models used, land use change per class is computed by com-
paring the land use maps of the study area between the period of the study. This
is done by comparing two land use maps, one at time step t_0 and the other at
t_1. The pixel values are then compared between the two time frames and if a
land use type is present in time step t_0 and not in t_1, it has contracted, while
if it is present in t_1 but not present in t_0, it has expanded. In the case that a
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land use remains present in both t_0 and t_1, there is no change and if it is not
present in both t_0 and t_1, that land use type has never been in that region.
In figure 3.2 below, an example of rice land-use change is shown. The rice land
use is represented by the green pixels, while non-rice is represented by the brown
pixels. The red pixels represents pixels where the rice land use has contracted and
the orange pixels represents where the rice land use has expanded based on the
explanation in the paragraph above. The gray pixels represent pixels that have
never been rice land use, while the green pixels represents the pixels that are rice
land use in both t_0 and t_1. Two data frames were created, one for land use
expansion and the other for land use contraction. For the land use expansion data
frame, every pixel where a land use class has expanded will be represented by 1
and where it has not will be 0, the same was done for the land use contraction
data frame.
Figure 3.2: Land-use Change Computation Flow Chart
Spatial Re-sampling
The raster data used for this study were acquired at different spatial resolutions
and needed to be re-sampled to the same spatial extent for comparative analysis.
The data was re-sampled to a pixel size of 100 x 100m. This spatial resolution
was chosen because for the purpose of our study, finer resolutions is not necessary
and will only increase the processing time.
3.3 Sampling
There are different types of sampling based on the approach in which the data is
divided, the most commonly used sampling methods are random and stratified
sampling (Wang et al., 2012). We use a combination of stratified and random
sampling technique to divide the data set into two, 70% for training and 30% for
validation. The use of sampling is important when using non spatial models to
model continuous spatial variables such as elevation, salinity etc., to reduce the
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spatial dependence in the data by reducing the data size. This technique has been
used by other authors in land use studies and has proven to be effective and yield
favorable results (Xie et al., 2005). It is however important to state that, the use
of sampling can introduce some bias or uncertainties in the results as not all the
observations are being considered when observations are sampled. To overcome
the uncertainties introduced by sampling, employed the use of a bootstrapping
approach to build the confidence interval and reduce uncertainties in our results.
In the next section we will explain the concept of bootstrapping and how it was
applied in our study.
3.4 Bootstrap
The bootstrapping technique as explained in chapter 2.3 above, is a random
sampling and replacement technique. It is commonly used to generate confid-
ence intervals in data where observations are sampled. We used the bootstrap
approach to run our regression models. The training data was used in a boot-
strap regression, a total on 100 iterations were made and a confidence interval
was generated based on the iterations. After each iteration, the coefficient and
the p value for the explanatory variables were stored. In the end of the boot-
strap iterations, the distribution of the coefficients and p values were plot using
a histogram plot to be able to visually inspect the concentration of the values
on the x-axis. The concentration of the P-values on the x-axis is used to asses
the significance of the explanatory variable. The coefficients distribution on the
x-axis is used to asses the direction (positive or negative) of the influence of each
explanatory variable has on the probability of change of the predictor variable.
3.5 Model Output
The logistic regression model output gives an overview of relationship between
the response and the explanatory variables. The output provides the significance
of each explanatory variable to the probability of change of the response variable
through the P-values. The P-values are scaled between 0 and 1, the closer the
P-value is to 0, the more significant the explanatory variable is to the probability
of change of the response variable, while the closer to 1 the values are indicates
less significance. The threshold commonly used in literature is 0.05 (95%) and
below to indicate significance of a variable to the probability of change of the
predictor variable. Although this threshold can be different depending on the
study done and also in cases with limited observations, lower thresholds such as
0.1 (90%) are used as there is no standard threshold (Fisher, 1950).
The model output provides the coefficient for each explanatory variable used
in the model. This explains relationship, that is how a change in the explanat-
ory variable influences the probability of change in the response variable. The
relationship between the explanatory and response variable can be positive or neg-
ative based on the coefficient. The coefficient value represent the mean change
in the response variable for every unit change of the explanatory variable. From
the model coefficients we are able to derive which of the explanatory variable has




This chapter is structured as follows, the data used are described and the source
of the data are presented. The links to some of the data sets used are provided
in the footnote of the description page below. The preprocessing steps taken are
described and finally a flow chart of the steps taken is presented.
4.1 Data Sources
Data Data Sources Description of data
Land use Maps Minderhoud et al. (2018) Land use maps of VMD for
1988, 1996, 2006 and 2009
Natural compaction PhD thesis Minderhoud 2019
Elevation Minderhoud et al. (2019) DEM of the VMD derived
from a national topographical
map of 2014
Population density Landscan Database The LandScan 2004 Global
Population Database at 1 km
spatial resolution.
Distance to river Rivers Shapefile From rivers shapefile of
the VMD using GIS
Distance to sea Sea Shapefile From sea shapefile of
the VMD using GIS
Salinization Eslami et al. (2021) Collected along the Hau River
in the VMD in 2016 at spatial
resolution of 3 km.
Subsidence Minderhoud (2017) 3D hydrological model
derived from geological
borehole logs
Table 4.1: Data Sources and Summary
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The land use maps used for this study were acquired from the study of Mind-
erhoud et al. (2018) on relating land subsidence to land use in the VMD. In total,
four land use maps for the years 1988, 1996, 2006 and 2009 were used. The pop-
ulation density data was acquired from the Landscan database 1. The data was
generated in 2004 as part of the WISDOM project, with a spatial resolution of 1
km. The salinity data 2 was acquired from the supplementary data of the study
of Eslami et al. (2021). The salinity data has a spatial resolution of 3km and was
created in 2016 by Eslami et al. (2021), along the Hau river in the VMD. The
elevation data 3 was gotten from (Minderhoud et al., 2019) supplementary data.
The authors interpolated almost 20.000 elevation points derived from a national
topographical map of 2014 (scale 1:200,000). The natural compaction data 4 was
acquired from the PhD dissertation of Minderhoud, "The sinking mega-delta :
Present and future subsidence of the Vietnamese Mekong delta". The subsidence
data 5 was acquired from the study of Minderhoud (2017). The authors used a 3D
hydrogeological model to simulate the amount of use and extraction of ground-
water for 25 years. From the simulation they calculate amount of subsidence
induced by groundwater extraction with spatial resolution of 1km2 in the VMD.
The data for distance to river and sea were provided by Philip Minderhoud, PhD.
The data was generated using shapefiles of rivers and sea of the VMD.
1https://catchmekong.eoc.dlr.de/Elvis/ The LandScan 2004 Global Population Database at
30 arc seconds (1 km. or finer) resolution
2https://esurf.copernicus.org/preprints/esurf-2020-109/ This data set contains salinity
measurements along the Hau River within the Mekong Delta, Vietnam
3https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.902136 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the
Vietnamese part of the Mekong delta at 500 meter resolution
4https://dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/375843 Natural compaction data
5https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aa7146/meta Subsidence of the VMD
derived using a ·D hydrogeological model
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4.1.1 Land use maps
This study was carried out using the land use maps of the Vietnamese Mekong
Delta for the period of 1988 – 2009. Four land use maps were used for the year
1988, 1996, 2006 and 2009. These land use maps were acquired from the study
done by Minderhoud et al. (2018) on relating the impacts of land use to land
subsidence in the Vietnamese Mekong delta. Each land use map has 14 land use
sub-classes and were further reclassified into 5 land use classes. For the purpose
of this study, we only consider these five land use classes; aquaculture, mixed
crops, orchard, rice and urban land use.
Figure 4.1: Land Use Maps of the Vietnamese Mekong Delta for 1988, 1996, 2006
and 2009
(Minderhoud et al., 2018)
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4.2 Data Pre-processing
This study was carried with two separate models, one for land use expansion and
the other for contraction and a data frame was created for each model used.
We create a raster stack for the four land use maps used. The land use maps
were re-sampled to a spatial resolution of 100 x 100 meters. The re-sampling
was done because of the size of the area being studied, in large regions, the
land use types will most likely not change over short areas as compared to small
regions. Secondly, more pixels will imply longer processing time and more noise
in the data, given the aim of our study, this is not needed. From the raster stack
created, the land-use change per pixel for each land use type was obtained based
on the pixel values. A comparison between the land use maps at the different
time stamps (e.g., 1988 and 1996) was done to obtain where each land use type
is expanding or contracting within the study area.
To compute the land-use change for each land use type, four periods were
derived, the first is the entire period of the study and three intermediate periods.
The first period is the overall period of study 1988 - 2006, leaving out 2009 because
of missing values from cloud cover in the land use map. The second period is
1998 - 1996, the third period is 1996 - 2006 and the fourth period is 2006 - 2009.
We have a total four period for each land use class. For each period, based on
the pixel values, we calculate where a land use type is expanding and where it
is contracting. Two data frames were created, one for expansion and the other
for contraction with each land use type at the four period. The four periods are
divided in such a way that from the first period, we are able to derive which of
the environmental variables are significant to land-use change or not in the entire
period of study. From the three intermediate periods we can observe a trend if
the significance of the environmental variable on land-use change is shifting or
remains the same.
To calculate the contraction and expansion for each land use class, we com-
pared if a pixel value is present in a land use map at time step t and absent at
time step t-1 or vise versa. For example, a pixel of rice land use is present in
1988 and absent in 1996, we take it that the land use has contracted. For the
contraction data frame we gave a value of 1 where a land use has contracted and
0 it has not. The same process was carried out for the expansion, we gave a value
of 1 where a land use has expanded and 0 where it has not in the data frame.
Finally, we have a data frame for land use expansion and another for contrac-
tion, with 1 indicating where a land use has expanded or contracted and 0 where
it hasn’t in the different periods. We converted the values in the data frames to
logical (true or false) to use in our logistic regression model.
Year Period
1988 - 2006 First period
1998 - 1996 Second period
1996 - 2006 Third period
2006 - 2009 Fourth period
Table 4.2: Study Periods Derived from Land Use Change Computed using the
Four Land Use Maps
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The re-sampled environmental variables were added to the data frames that
had been created containing the land-use change classes for land use expansion
and contraction. The distribution of the environmental (explanatory) variables
were verified to ensure that the data is normally distributed and not skewed. A
histogram plot was used to plot the distribution and a summary statistics of the
variables were derived to obtain the minimum values of each variable. This is
useful to ensure that the model prediction are not biased. In the case where a
variable is not normally distributed or has a minimum value of less than zero, we
adjusted the minimum values and converted to logarithmic form to reduce data
skewedness.
Figure 4.2: Data Preparation Flow Chart
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4.3 Model Implementation and Validation
This sections presents how all the previous methods and data were implemented
to achieve the findings presented in the next chapter.
We built two models for land use expansion and land use contraction. These
models were built based on the assumption that the factors that drive land use
expansion might not necessarily be the same (or opposite) as that of land use
contraction. The land use expansion data only takes into account observations
where a certain land use type has expanded based on the pixel wise comparison
between two land use maps at different periods (e.g. present and previous time
step). The same process as mentioned in the previous paragraph was repeated
for points where a certain land use type has contracted.
In each model used, data preprocessing was done, the preprocessing steps are
explained in section 4.2 above. The data was divided into two parts, a training
and test data using a random sampling technique. The training data was used
to carry out the model iterations, while the test was used to validate the model
output. For each model, we used a bootstrap technique on the training to run
a regression analysis, a total of hundred iterations were made for each land use
type.
The coefficients and p values from the model parameters were saved for each
iteration of the model, building a distribution of p values and coefficients per land
use class. The mean and standard deviation of the total distribution of p values
obtained was done to get the best representation of the distribution. A threshold
of 0.1 (90%) is used, based on literature in cases where the observation are not
much, lower thresholds are used (Fisher, 1950). A histogram plot was used to
visually analyse the distribution of the coefficients and the p values by inspecting
where the values are clustered on the x-axis. The clustering of the p values on
the x-axis indicate if a value is significant to the probability of change of a land
use type if the distribution is clustered closer to zero, while if it is evenly spread
out it is less significant. The plots were compared for the different periods to
see if there significance of the explanatory variables is shifting between the study
period. The coefficients were also plot using a histogram plot to visually inspect
the direction (positive or negative) in which the explanatory variable influences
the probability of change per land use class. The x-axis of the histogram plots
for the coefficient ranges from negative to positive. We are able to see in what
direction the explanatory variable is influencing the probability of change of land
use based on the clustering of the distribution on the x-axis.
A post regression analysis was carried out using the test data to validate
the output of the regression analysis. A confusion matrix was used to calculate
the accuracy of each model predictions. The overall accuracy’s for each land
use type in each model was derived by cross validating the model predictions
with the test data. The model accuracy is generated based on the correctly
predicted observation divided by the total number of observations. A receiver
operating characteristics curve for each land use type in each period was generated




This chapter presents and discusses the results gotten from the implementation
as described in Chapter 4. The first section presents how the significance of each
environmental variable on land use expansion and contraction is derived. The
second section presents the validation of the results gotten from the models. The
third section presents and interprets the overall results for the land use expansion
and contraction, followed by discussion of the findings. Finally, the last section
describes the limitation of the study and possible further improvements.
5.1 Significant Variables to Land-use Change
To illustrate how the significance of the environmental variables to land-use
change were derived, this section presents the coefficient and p values of sub-
sidence on mixed crops expansion.
Figure 5.1: P value Distribution of Subsidence on Mixed Crops Expansion
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We compare the mean of the p values of each land use between the different
periods. Histogram plots showing the distribution of the values were made to
visualise these p values.
In this example, we use the influence of subsidence on mixed crops land use
expansion in all the time periods of our study. The x-axis of the histogram plot
in figure 5.1 shows the p values, while the y-axis shows the count. From figure
5.1 above, we can see the bars are spread out in the first three periods but, are
clustered close to zero in the last period. The clustering in the fourth period
indicates that subsidence is significant in the last period (2006 - 2009) only, while
in the other is not significant.
To evaluate the relationship between the environmental variables and land-use
change, we use the model coefficient values. An example can be seen in figure 5.2
below for subsidence on mixed crops expansion.
Figure 5.2: Coefficient Distribution of Subsidence on Mixed Crops Expansion
The x-axis of the histogram plot in figure 5.1 shows the p values, while the
y-axis shows the count. From figure 5.2 above, we can visually observe that
subsidence has a negative relationship to mixed crop expansion. This gives us
the direction (positive or negative), how mixed crop land expansion is driven by
subsidence. This implies that the more subsidence, the less probability of mixed
crop land use expanding.
The same process was repeated for all variables in all land use classes to derive
the significant variables and how they drive land-use change. In the next section,
the results for all the land use classes are presented and discussed in more detail.
The histogram plots for the p values of the significant variables for each land use
class are provided in the appendices section of this thesis.
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5.2 Environmental Drivers of Land-Use Change
From our regression models, we are able to derive if an environmental variable is
significant or not to land-use change. A comparison of the mean distribution of
the p values obtained for each explanatory variables shows us if a variable signi-
ficant to land-use change or not. For each land use class, the mean of the p value
of the explanatory variables for entire study period and the three intermediate
periods are compared.
Results from our study reveal that the influence of environmental factors that
have driven land-use change between 1988 - 2009 in the VMD is not same. There
is a shift in significance of these variables on land-use change at different periods.
In some cases, the significance of these variables on land-use change shifts, while
in others they remain same, either significant or not over the study period. Some
variables which are not significant became significant, while others that were
significant became insignificant.
In the next two sub-sections, the summary of the results for the land-use
contraction and expansion models will be presented and discussed.
5.2.1 Land Use Contraction
In figure 5.3 below, the results for the land use contraction model is presented
for each land use type. The columns show the explanatory variables, while the
rows show the land use types. The bars in the figure represents if a variable is
significant in a period. For example, one bar means the variable is significant to
change in land use of that land use type in only one period. The color of the bars
represents in which period (1, 2, 3 or 4) a variable is significant.
Figure 5.3: Overview of Significant Variables in Land Use Contraction
As seen in the figure 5.3 above, distance to river and population density
remain significant to land-use change in orchard and urban land use respectively,
throughout the entire study period. Other variables which are not significant
become significant, for example sea distance and subsidence become significant to
mixed crops contraction only in the last period (2006 -2009). Lastly, variables that
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were significant ceased being significant, for example sea distance was significant
in the first and second period to orchard land use contraction.
The second part of our work, is to evaluate the relationship between the
environmental variables and land-use change, how these environmental variables
have driven land-use change. We assess this relationship with the coefficient
gotten from our models for each explanatory variable on each land use type. In
figure 5.4 below, the coefficient for the significant explanatory variables in 5.3
above are shown.
Figure 5.4: Coefficient of Significant Explanatory Variables on Land Use Con-
traction.
In figure 5.4 above, the minus sign (-) indicates a negative coefficient, while
the plus sign (+) indicates a positive coefficient between the explanatory variable
and the response variable. The color of each sign indicates the period, just as
in figure 5.3 above. From the coefficient we are able to derive the direction of
the relationship between the each explanatory and the response variable. For
example, population density has a negative relationship with urban land use
contraction. The implication of this is, with an increase in population density, the
less probability of urban land use contracting if all other factors remain constant.
On the other hand, distance to river has a positive relationship to orchard land
use contraction, meaning the more the distance to river, the higher the probability
of orchard land use contracting.
5.2.2 Land Use Expansion
In figure 5.5 below, the results for the land use expansion model is presented
for each land use type. The columns show the explanatory variables, while the
rows show the land use types. The bars in the figure represents if a variable is
significant in a period . The color of the bar represents in which period (1, 2, 3
or 4) a variable is significant, just as in 5.3 in the previous section.
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Figure 5.5: Overview of Significant Variables in Land Use Expansion
In figure 5.5 above, more variables are significant to land use expansion than
they are to contraction. In some cases, some variables are significant to both
expansion and contraction in same periods, for example distance to river. The
distance to river is significant in three periods in figure 5.5 for orchard land
use expansion as compared to all four periods in figure 5.3 in the same land
use contraction. Population density remains the only variable that is significant
to both urban contraction and expansion in all four periods. In rice land use
expansion, 3 variables are significant, while none was significant to contraction
of this land use. This shows that although some variables are significant to both
land use contraction and expansion at same or different periods, it is not always
the case. A variable can also be only significant to either expansion or contraction
of a certain land use type, as seen in the rice land use. The coefficients for each of
the explanatory variables on expansion of all land use types are shown in figure
5.6 below.
Figure 5.6: Coefficient of Significant Explanatory Variables on Land Use Expan-
sion.
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Figure 5.6 above shows the coefficient of the explanatory variables to land use
expansion. As in figure 5.4 in previous sub-section, the minus sign indicates a
negative coefficient, while the plus sign indicate a positive coefficient. A variable
having negative coefficient on a land use type implies that the more that variable
increases, the less probability of expansion of that land use type. A positive
coefficient means an increase in the variable results to increase in the probability
of that land use type expanding. For example, in figure 5.6 above, elevation has
a positive influence on urban land expansion, meaning the more the elevation
increases, the higher the probability of urban land expanding. The same effect
can be seen in population density on urban land expansion.
5.3 Validation
5.3.1 Confusion Matrix
The output of both models used were validated with the test data using the
methods explained in section 2.5 above. The overall accuracy’s for the model
predictions, which is the total number of correct classification divided by total
number of observations were computed for each land use class using a confusion
matrix. The overall accuracy’s are between 48% to 85% in all land use classes for
contraction and 57% to 84% for expansion. In the following paragraphs the model
prediction accuracy’s for each land use type for both models used is presented for
every period.
In 5.1 below, the overall accuracy’s for each land use class in the first period
(1988 - 2006) for both contraction and expansion is presented. In each model
for contraction and expansion, the urban land use has the highest accuracy, with
83% and 78% overall accuracy’s respectively. This means that for the urban land
use contraction, the model correctly predicted 83% of the number of observations
where the urban land use changed or not (contracted or not). For example, if the
urban contraction has a total of 100 observations, the model correctly predicted
83 observations that have contracted or not. The kappa values represents the level
of agreement between the observed and expected values of the model prediction
and a higher Kappa values represents better agreement.
Accuracy Kappa
Land Use Contraction Expansion Contraction Expansion
Aquaculture 65% 79% 0.32 0.59
Mixed Crops 53% 63% 0.07 0.29
Orchard 71% 81% 0.42 0.62
Rice 62% 72% 0.23 0.44
Urban 83% 78% 0.67 0.56
Table 5.1: Summary of Model Prediction Accuracy 1988 - 2006 (First Period)
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Accuracy Kappa
Land Use Contraction Expansion Contraction Expansion
Aquaculture 59% 84% 0.18 0.68
Mixed Crops 53% 67% 0.07 0.35
Orchard 58% 62% 0.17 0.24
Rice 67% 71% 0.35 0.42
Urban 77% 70% 0.54 0.39
Table 5.2: Summary of Model Prediction Accuracy 1988 - 1996 (Second Period)
Accuracy Kappa
Land Use Contraction Expansion Contraction Expansion
Aquaculture 70% 81% 0.39 0.62
Mixed Crops 49% 66% 0.02 0.35
Orchard 67% 65% 0.33 0.29
Rice 53% 69% 0.07 0.39
Urban 85% 73% 0.70 0.47
Table 5.3: Summary of Model Prediction Accuracy 1996 - 2006 (Third Period)
Accuracy Kappa
Land Use Contraction Expansion Contraction Expansion
Aquaculture 57% 81% 0.13 0.62
Mixed Crops 67% 64% 0.34 0.27
Orchard 70% 58% 0.42 0.18
Rice 48% 71% -0.02 0.42
Urban 57% 57% 0.13 0.16
Table 5.4: Summary of Model Prediction Accuracy 2006 - 2009 (Fourth Period)
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5.3.2 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for each land use class for both
models were created to visually analyze how well the models predicts at all pos-
sible classification thresholds. The ROC plots are created based on the correctly
classified observations (true positive rate) against the misclassified observations
(false positive rate). In our study, the true positives are the observations where
a certain land use contracted or expanded and was correctly predicted by the
model. The false positives are the observations where a land use did not contract
or expand and was predicted falsely by the model.
The plots forming an almost perfect right angle curve to the top left corner
of the plot, indicate a better performance in terms of correct classification. Plots
closer to the diagonal line indicate a poor classification ability by the model. The
figures below show the ROC curves for each land use at all four periods for both
contraction and expansion models. The area under curve (AUC) was derived
based on the ROC curve, this shows total area under the ROC curve. A higher
AUC indicates a better classification performance of the model.
In figure 5.7 for example, the model performed better, with an AUC of 98%
in the first period than in the remaining three periods based on the model clas-
sification.
Aquaculture Land Use
Figure 5.7: AUC and ROC Curve for
Aquaculture Contraction
Figure 5.8: AUC and ROC Curve for
Aquaculture Expansion
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Mixed Crops Land Use
Figure 5.9: AUC and ROC Curve for
Mixed Crops Contraction
Figure 5.10: AUC and ROC Curve
for Mixed Crops Expansion
Orchard Land Use
Figure 5.11: AUC and ROC Curve
for Orchard Contraction




Figure 5.13: AUC and ROC Curve
for Rice Contraction
Figure 5.14: AUC and ROC Curve
for Rice Expansion
Urban Land Use
Figure 5.15: AUC and ROC Curve
for Urban Contraction




Findings from our study reveal that changes in environmental variables influences
its significance to land-use change. As seen from the results above, some variables
are not significant at some periods but become significant in other periods. For
example, the first period (1988 - 2006), gives us an overview of which of the
explanatory variables are significant to land-use change in a land-use type over
the entire period. Some variables might not be significant in this period but
are significant in one or more of the intermediate periods, as seen in the case of
subsidence on mixed crops and rice expansions in figure 5.5 above.
Secondly, we observed that more variables are significant in land use expansion
in the 3rd (1996 - 2006) and 4th (2006 - 2009) periods than compared to the 2nd
period (1988 - 1996). This could be explained by large environmental changes
such as agricultural and urban expansion etc. due to economic transformations
in the VMD during this period (Yun, 2019; Diez, 2016).
The distance to sea is the most significant variable to land use contraction in
the VMD. The distance to sea is significant to land use contraction in at least
one period in all land use classes except rice land use between 1988 - 2009. The
VMD is a low lying delta region, with most parts of the delta below 2m above sea
level and similar to most delta regions around the world, it is exposed to threats
from sea level rise (Oppenheimer & Glavovic, 2019; Erban et al., 2014). Based
on sea level estimates, the influence of sea distance on land-use change in the
VMD is only expected to increase as the sea level increases (Lu & Flavelle, 2019;
Oppenheimer & Glavovic, 2019; Takagi et al., 2016).
In the last period of our study, subsidence becomes significant to contraction
and expansion of mixed crops and rice expansion. The VMD is the biggest
agricultural region in Vietnam, our findings shows that subsidence has a negative
impact on mixed crops expansion. Studies have shown that subsidence rates
in the VMD is increasing (Minderhoud et al., 2018; Minderhoud, 2017; Erban
et al., 2014), implying that future expansion of mixed crops could be at risk if
subsidence rates continue to rise and mitigating action is not taken (Minderhoud
et al., 2020).
The VMD has seen a rapid changes in land use since the economic reform in
the late 1980’s, which has attracted more population to this region. Our study
shows population density is significant to both urban land use contraction and ex-
pansion at all periods. Population density has a positive relationship with urban
expansion, implying that as population increases, it is likely that the urban land
use will expand. Secondly, elevation is significant and has a positive relationship
to urban land use expansion at all periods, implying that urban land use is likely
to expand with an increase in elevation if all other factors are constant.
The VMD, is faced with the challenges of sea level rise (Lu & Flavelle, 2019;
Oppenheimer & Glavovic, 2019) and increasing rates of subsidence (Minderhoud
et al., 2018; Minderhoud, 2017; Erban et al., 2014) as discussed in the previous
paragraphs above. Both of these factors contributes to reduction in elevation,
which is crucial for an already low lying coastal region like the VMD. Reductions
in elevation can be crucial to urban expansion, as seen from our study, the more
elevation, the more chances are of urban expansion. Reductions in elevation
coupled with increase in population density might put the future expansion of
the urban land use in the VMD at risk.
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Lastly, rice is one of the most important land use types in the VMD (Kuenzer
& Knauer, 2013). Our study shows that salinity is significant to rice expansion,
having a negative effect to rice expansion. This implies that with in increase in
salinity, it is less likely that rice land use will expand. A report by UNDP (2016)
shows that in the year 2016, Vietnam faced one of the worst salinity intrusion in
over 90 years (Vu et al., 2018; UNDP, 2016). Based on our findings, increase in
salinity would negatively affect the future of rice expansion. Necessary actions
such as, reduction in ground water extraction (Minderhoud et al., 2020), planting
of resilient crop species (M. T. Nguyen et al., 2019) etc. are needed to avoid
reduction in rice expansion.
5.4 Limitations and Future Directions
The limitations and possible future improvements in this work are presented in
this section as following:
The main limitation of this study is the limited availability of Land use data.
For this study only four land use maps were used between the period of 1988 -
2009. A trend in land-use change might not be adequately observed if the land
use data is limited. In order to have a better understanding of the trends in
land-use change, more land use information over shorter time intervals could be
added.
Secondly, This study did not consider the spatial interactions in the data. A
non spatial model with sampling technique was used. A possible future enhance-
ment could be done by considering models such an auto-regressive model which
explicitly takes into account the spatial dependencies and auto-correlation. This
might improve the results in the cases where the data is spatially correlated.
Finally, this research only focused on the Vietnamese Mekong delta, applying
this methods in other related areas with different drivers of land-use change would




This study focused on the influence of environmental variables on land-use change,
to understand how changes in these variables has driven land-use change between
1988 - 2009 in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta. To assess how the significance of
these environmental variables on land-use change is influenced by shifts in the
variables themselves. lastly, to evaluate the relationship between land-use change
and changes in the environmental variables.
Four land use maps between 1988 - 2009 were used for this study. In each land
use map, five land use classes were considered; aquaculture, mixed crops, orchard,
rice and urban. A pixel wise comparison using the four land use maps was done
to compute the change in for each land use class. The change was computed
by dividing the maps into 4 periods, an overall period and three intermediate
periods. The overall period from 1988 - 2006 is the (1st period), excluding 2009
due to missing values from cloud cover. Similarly, the three Intermediate periods
are; 1988 – 1996 (2nd period), 1996 - 2006 (3rd period) and 2006 – 2009 (4th
period). From the land-use change computed, each land use class expansion and
contraction pixels were used to build two logistic regression models, one for land
use contraction and another for expansion. In each model, the land-use change
(contraction and expansion) was modelled with these six environmental variables;
compaction, elevation, population density, distance to river and sea, salinity and
subsidence as explanatory variables.
The results of this study shows that shifts in environmental variables have
driven land-use change between 1988 - 2009 in the study area. Some variables have
driven land-use change through-out the study period, while other variables only
became significant to land-use change in the last period. Secondly, the influence
shifts in the environmental variables have driven land-use change differently, some
variables were significant to both contraction and expansion of a certain land
use, while others are only significant in either contraction or expansion. From
our study, we can conclude that the significance environmental factors that have
driven land-use change is not constant.
In future studies, we recommend adding more land use information, four land-
use maps between 1988 - 2009 were used to carry out this study. Adding more
land-use maps might help to build a better trend land-use change.
The findings of this study can be useful to decision makers when considering
significant factors that have driven land-use change when building a sustainable
land use policies in the study area and similar delta regions in the world.
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Figure A.1: a. Correlation Plot for
Land use Contraction and Explanatory
Variable
Figure A.2: b. Correlation Plot for
Land use Expansion and Explanatory
Variable
Figure A.3: Spearman’s Correlation Plots
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Appendix B
Histogram Plot of P Values of
Significant Variables
B.0.1 Land Use Contraction
The histogram plots of the p values for the significant variables in land use con-
traction for each land use class presented in the results section above, are shown
in this section.
Aquaculture Land Use Contraction
Figure B.1: a. P values of Compaction
on Aquaculture Land use Contraction
Figure B.2: b. P values of Salinity on
Aquaculture Land use Contraction
Figure B.3: P values of Significant Variables on Aquaculture Contraction
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Mixed Crops Land Use Contraction
Figure B.4: a. P values of Compaction
on Mixed Crops Land use Contraction
Figure B.5: b. P values of Sea Distance
on Mixed Crops Land use Contraction
Figure B.6: b. P values of Subsidence
on Mixed Crops Land use Contraction
Figure B.7: P values of Significant Variables on Mixed Crops Contraction
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Orchard Land Use Contraction
Figure B.8: a. P values of Sea Distance
on Orchard Land use Contraction
Figure B.9: b. P values of River Dis-
tance on Orchard Land use Contrac-
tion
Figure B.10: b. P values of Salinity on
Orchard Land use Contraction
Figure B.11: P values of Significant Variables on Orchard Contraction
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Urban Land Use Contraction
Figure B.12: a. P values of Elevation
on Urban Land use Contraction
Figure B.13: b. P values of Population
Density on Urban Land use Contrac-
tion
Figure B.14: b. P values of Sea Dis-
tance on Urban Land use Contraction
Figure B.15: P values of Significant Variables on Urban Contraction
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B.0.2 Land Use Expansion
The histogram plots of the p values for the significant variables in land use ex-
pansion for each land use class presented in the results section above, are shown
in this section.
Aquaculture Land Use Expansion
Figure B.16: a. P values of Compac-
tion on Aquaculture Land use Expan-
sion
Figure B.17: b. P values of Salinity on
Aquaculture Land use Expansion
Figure B.18: P values of Significant Variables on Aquaculture Expansion
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Mixed Crops Land Use Expansion
Figure B.19: a. P values of River Dis-
tance on Mixed Crops Land use Expan-
sion
Figure B.20: b. P values of Salinity on
Mixed Crops Land use Expansion
Figure B.21: b. P values of Subsidence
on Mixed Crops Land use Expansion
Figure B.22: P values of Significant Variables on Mixed Crops Expansion
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Orchard Land Use Expansion
Figure B.23: a. P values of River Dis-
tance on Orchard Land use Expansion
Figure B.24: b. P values of Salinity on
Orchard Land use Expansion
Figure B.25: b. P values of Sea Dis-
tance on Orchard Land use Expansion
Figure B.26: P values of Significant Variables on Orchard Expansion
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Rice Land Use Expansion
Figure B.27: a. P values of River Dis-
tance on Rice Land use Expansion
Figure B.28: b. P values of Salinity on
Rice Land use Expansion
Figure B.29: c. P values of Subsidence
on Rice Land use Expansion
Figure B.30: P values of Significant Variables on Rice Expansion
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Urban Land Use Expansion
Figure B.31: a. P values of Compac-
tion on Urban Land use Expansion
Figure B.32: b. P values of Elevation
on Urban Land use Expansion
Figure B.33: c. P values of Population
Density on Urban Land use Expansion
Figure B.34: d. P P values of River
Distance on Urban Land use Expan-
sion
Figure B.35: P values of Significant Variables on Urban Expansion
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